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EPM9 and Beyond 
 
1. Conclusion, Part 2: Moral Obligation 
 
(1) Hume has now explained why personal merit and the virtues are approved, 
i.e. he has explained how and why moral evaluation works. What is not yet 
explained is why we ought to be moral (9.14). 

(2) Philosophical theories would now appeal to duty. But Hume rejects this. 
(3) Instead, in a striking image of virtue without ‘dismal dress’ (9.15), he 

appeals to happiness and welfare—the useful and the agreeable, and so to the 
very things that drive the previous discussions. 

(4) Austerity, the prospect of divine punishment, self-denial, asceticism, 
‘artificial lives’ (Dialogue 52), and rigour fail to ‘engage mankind to a [improved 
moral] practice (9.16). But to regard temperance beneficial and gluttony 
harmful, say, is immediately desirable for our own self-interest, and so much 
more conducive to moral improvement. 

(5) The same holds for the social virtues. To be moral by displaying the 
‘enlarged virtues’ of benevolence and justice is also a means to promote our own 
happiness (flourishing). 

(6) So, we ought to be moral (virtuous, people of personal merit) because this 
for us is the means by which we (can) realise what is in our interest, viz. to live a 
fulfilled (happy) life. 

(7) Being moral is thus not an arduous task, something that needs to be 
achieved with sacrifice and suffering (9.19), or is somehow alien to our nature. 
Rather, we naturally incline towards morality, from our ‘enlarged’ self-interest 
(as essentially social creatures), and the sentiments we feel when we are moral 
reinforce that inclination (9.21). We are moral, we could say, because this is 
what we owe ourselves. 
 
2. ‘I do not get Hume’: General Remarks 
 
(1) Radical (?) break with the Ancients, the Christian tradition, and immediate 
predecessors (e.g., Hutcheson). 

(2) Cicero’s On Duties was widely known and read in the early 18th century. 
‘I had, indeed, the former Book in my Eye in all my Reasonings’ (Letter to F. 
Hutcheson, 17. 9. 1739). Cicero discusses the elusive and enigmatic honestum 
(Gr. kalon), i.e. what is praiseworthy or intrinsically good and noble. Hume 
tries to define the honestum and show that is is compatible with the utile. 

(3) But utility ≠ honestum (the good), since utility is always relative (means 
to an end; see EPM A1.3, 5.17, 5.46, 9.12), and so not possibly of intrinsic value. 
Hume suggests that the sentiment of humanity = the honestum. The sentiment 
of humanity = sympathy = general benevolence (i.e. benevolence on steroids) 
(A2.5n). 

(4) But Cicero considers utility too; e.g., if I break promise, I lose other 
people’s confidence or esteem, and this is detrimental to my own welfare. Hume 
accepts such considerations. 
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(5) Hume rejects the classic view of passions, inspired by the Stoics. For 
them, there are four basic passions: pleasure/delight (hēdonē), when a good is 
present; pain/distress (lupē), when a bad is present; desire (epithumia) for a 
future good; fear (phobos) of a future evil (see D.L. Lives VII: 111–4). 

(6) Hume replaces this with love, hatred, pride and humility. Notably, pride 
is not a deadly sin, but the recognition of self-worth, or being at ease with 
oneself. The key thought: if morality is essentially other-valuing, then why is it 
not also self-valuing? Reflective valuation is obvious at EPM 9.23: ‘inward peace 
of mind, consciousness of integrity, satisfactory review of our own conduct’ are 
not only ‘requisite to happiness’ but also ‘cherished and cultivated’ by all honest 
people—note the allusion to the honestum. 

(7) Only the passions have motivational force, or energize action (Treatise 
2.3.3; cf. EPM 1.7). 

(8) Hume rejects the cardinal virtues. They are hostile to human life lived 
well; they are ‘monkish’ and smack of some ‘ascetic ideal’ à la Nietzsche. (See 
1.7 above.) 

(9) New conception of virtue (see EPM A1.10) as a power that as part of 
personal merit bring about love or hatred (in spectators), but also pride and 
humility (self-directed passions). When someone sees me doing something and 
they feel pleasure, they ‘like’ it. When I see someone do something to someone 
else and I feel pain, I ‘dislike’ it. When I see someone achieve something that has 
nothing to do with me and I like it, sympathy then makes me approve it. Others 
approve of my action because they recognise that it reflects motives, attitudes, 
and traits that they find pleasing or beneficial, and so valuable; and I sympathise 
with their approval, which in me evokes pride (or humility/shame). 

(10) Two sources of moral distinctions: utility and pleasure—the 
social/public and the individual/selfish. Treatise 1.3.10.2: “There is implanted in 
the human mind a perception of pain and pleasure, as the chief spring and 
moving principle of all its actions.” 

(11) Remoteness usually goes with calmer passions, and proximity with 
violent passions. We often have those against better judgement, get carried 
away against our will (akrasia). But calm ≠ weak: calm passions can be strong 
and more permanent/durable through custom, which leads to a facilitation 
(Treatise 2.3.4.1). Repeated passions thus shapes habits (EPM 3.47), and we 
develop a ‘tendency or inclination’, say, to act benevolently (Treatise 2.3.5.1). 
Thus we form our character, and hence merit; and also moral taste (EPM 1.9, 
A1.20–1). So, we ought to cultivate those passions that are most conducive to 
our most valued end(s). 

(12) So, sympathy corrects distance (EPM 5.42); enlivens the sentiment of 
humanity, which as such is not a violent passion, but ‘small and delicate’ (EPM 
9.9.) Sympathy so affords the common (i.e. shared) point of view moral 
evaluation, which is a collective and communicative social practice: 

(13) Against Hutcheson. We are not maximally benevolent, but neither 
maximally selfish (Hobbes)—a ‘medium’. It is exactly because we are both 
selfish and (naturally) benevolent to some extent that we need morality at all. 
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There is no moral sense, whose posit is inconsistent with the experimental 
method, and redundant, given sympathy. 

(14) The good is not a mind-independent (real) aspect of the world that we 
can simply perceive. (See the arguments against this in EPM A1.) Moral 
evaluation is more a projection: x is good because we value it; and we value x 
because we either understand that x is useful or because x gives us pleasure (i.e. 
x is ‘agreeable’). Not: we value x because x is good. Hence the allusion to 
secondary qualities (A1.14) and the ‘gilding and staining’ passage (A1.21). 

(15) Hume aims to fashion a theory of moral approbation that is exclusively 
founded in sentiments (or ‘perceptions’, i.e. impressions and ideas), and which is 
justified by fact. It is thus foremost a descriptive theory. Norms could be derived 
(e.g., [11]), but Hume is interested in ‘anatomy’, discovering the ‘secret springs’ 
of our moral practice.) 

(16) Discourse, deliberation, and reflection is essential to morality, and leads 
to more fluid moral distinctions (EPM 9.8). While there are individual 
differences, we all have the potential for humanity (5.39)—to form a ‘party of 
human kind against vice and disorder’ (9.9). 

(17) What is groundbreaking about Hume’s approach? How norms emerge 
from natural instincts. It is a fact that we abide by evaluative and moral norms. 
How come, how justified? Not reason, not divine decree, but human nature—
by exclusion. So, the question is how moral practice arises from natural (pre-
moral) social commerce. Add: the main reason to appraise anything is its utility. 
Apply this to our social practices. But then the benefit cannot be, and is not, 
only mine. 

(18) Hume’s readers: he aims to forge an alliance with cosmopolitan ‘men’ of 
letters, people with delicate taste, creating an ‘us’ against anaemic academic 
philosophy, which is out of touch with everyday life (see EHU §1, Dialogue 53, 
and other passages in EPM: 1.10, 8.14, 9.2, 9.9, A2.6, A2.13, 4.21). 
 
3. Hume, a Closet Epicurean? 
 
(1) “What produces the pleasant life is not continuous drinking and parties or 
pederasty or womanizing or the enjoyment of fish and other dishes of an 
expensive table, but sober reasoning which tracks down the causes of every 
choice and avoidance, and which banishes the opinions that beset souls with the 
greatest confusion. Of all this, the beginning and the greatest good is prudence. 
Therefore prudence is even more precious than philosophy, and it is the natural 
source of all the remaining virtues: it teaches the impossibility of living 
pleasurably without living prudently, honourably, and justly <and the 
impossibility of living prudently, honourably, and justly> without living 
pleasurably. For the virtues are naturally linked with living pleasurably, and 
living pleasurably is inseparable from them.” (Ep. Men. 132 = LS 21B)1 

                                                   
1  Long A. A. & Sedley, D. N. (1983). The Hellenistic Philosophers. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 
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(2) “Those who had the power to eliminate all fear of their neighbours, 
through having the firmest guarantee of security, lived together accordingly in 
the most pleasurable way” (KD 40 = LS 22C2). 

(3) “Friendship dances round the world, announcing to us all that we should 
wake up and felicitate one another” (Sent. Vat. 52 = LS 22F5). 

(4) “Without friendship we are quite unable to secure a joy in life which is 
steady and lasting, nor can we preserve friendship itself unless we love our 
friends as much as ourselves. Therefore friendship involves both this [empathy] 
and the link with pleasure. For we rejoice in our friends’ joy as much as in our 
own, and are equally pained by their distress. The wise man, therefore, will 
have just the same feelings toward his friend as for himself and will work as 
much for a friend’s pleasure as he would for his own” (Fin. 1.67–8 = LS 22O3). 

(5) “[31] Nature’s justice is a guarantee of utility with a view to not harming 
one another and not being harmed. [32] Nothing is just or unjust in relation to 
those creatures which were unable to make contracts over not harming one 
another and not being harmed: so too with all peoples which were unable or 
unwilling to make contracts over not harming and not being harmed. [33] 
Justice was never anything per se, but a contract, regularly arising at some place 
or other in people’s dealings with one another, over not harming or being 
harmed. [34] Injustice is something bad not per se but in the fear that arises 
from the suspicion that one will not escape the notice of those who have the 
authority to punish such things. [35] No one who secretly infringes any of the 
terms of a mutual contract made with a view to not harming and not being 
harmed can be confident that he will escape detection even if he does so 
countless times. For right up to his death it is unclear whether he will actually 
escape. [36] Taken generally, justice is the same for all, since it is something 
useful in people’s social relationships. But in the light of what is peculiar to a 
region and to the whole range of determinants, the same thing does not turn out 
to be just for all” (KD 31–6 = LS 22A–B). 

(6) Key thoughts: Epicureans value the political community because it 
enables the stable provision of the things that they consider supremely valuable. 
So they justify political organization in terms of utility: what benefits a 
pleasurable and secure life. So, they are interested in getting others to commit to 
justice, make them realise the utility that they too need for their own happiness 
and flourishing, an that this works only if I do nothing that frustrates their 
interest, and they do nothing that frustrates mine (for further considerations 
along these lines see handout 6). 


